Why IT Should Forget About Development
In a recent IT survey, almost 1,000 people shared how they were doing with application development and
delivery, including managing requirements, development and releases. With core development processes
having the highest quality score of all the processes, it’s clear that IT organizations can “forget” about
development. Instead, IT should spend more time focusing on requirements and release management in
order to deliver what the business really wants.
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* Based on quality scores from 957 survey respondents. Scores range from 1 to 4, with 4 being “Excellent.”
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Development Needs Just
Minor Tweaks
Even with an increasingly complex
technology landscape, IT is doing
very well with development. While
there always remains room for
improvement, especially with peer
review of QA tasks, IT should look at
other areas of the overall application
lifecycle and just “forget” about
development.

Clarifying Requirements Is
Extremely Challenging
When it comes to requirements, IT
organizations should invest in
putting a process – not more tools –
in place that helps everyone share
requirements more easily across a
complex technology & organizational
landscape. Requirements reuse and
clarifying requirements early in
development were the processes
that needed the most help.

Releasing Applications
On Time is Error Prone
IT organizations should revisit their
overall deployment process. IT
organizations need to find the right
balance between speed and control
in order to ensure they can
repeatedly, quickly and confidently
deploy their applications.

Why You Should Streamline Your Overall Application Delivery Process
#1

Application development is
doing very well at most IT
organizations. But those who
coordinate how development
works with the rest of IT can
reduce rework by 6X and lower
costs by 50%.
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$

33% of development costs are
wasted because of poor
requirements, according to
market research. Focusing on
requirements can increase IT
efficiency by 50% and
accelerate delivery by 80% .

Automated release flow =
maximized cash flow. By
improving the release process,
IT organizations can automate
90% of releases, release
applications 85% faster and
save 60% in IT resources.

To benchmark your IT organization against your peers and to read the full research report
based on 957 survey respondents, visit www.serena.com.

